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Abstract
Performance in cross-lingual NLP tasks is im-
pacted by the (dis)similarity of languages at
hand: e.g., previous work has suggested there
is a connection between the expected success
of bilingual lexicon induction (BLI) and the
assumption of (approximate) isomorphism be-
tween monolingual embedding spaces. In this
work, we present a large-scale study focused
on the correlations between language similar-
ity and task performance, covering thousands
of language pairs and four different tasks: BLI,
machine translation, parsing, and POS tagging.
We propose a novel language distance mea-
sure, Eigenvalue Divergence (EVD), which
quantifies the degree of isomorphism between
two monolingual spaces. We empirically show
that 1) language similarity scores derived from
embedding-based EVD distances are strongly
associated with performance observed in dif-
ferent cross-lingual tasks, 2) EVD outperforms
other standard embedding-based language dis-
tance measures across the board, at the same
time being computationallymore tractable and
easier to interpret. Finally, we demonstrate
that EVD captures information which is com-
plementary to typologically driven language
distance measures. We report that their com-
bination yields even higher correlations with
performance levels in all cross-lingual tasks.
1 Introduction
The effectiveness of joint multilingual modeling
and cross-lingual transfer in cross-lingual NLP
is critically impacted by the actual languages in
consideration (Bender, 2011; Ponti et al., 2019).
Characterizing and understanding this cross-
language variation is often the first step to-
wards the development of more robust multilin-
gually applicable NLP technology (O’Horan et al.,
2016; Bjerva et al., 2019; Ponti et al., 2019). For
instance, selecting suitable source languages
is a prerequisite for successful cross-lingual
transfer of dependency parsers or POS tag-
gers (Naseem et al., 2012; Ponti et al., 2018;
de Lhoneux et al., 2018).1
Bilingual lexicon induction (BLI) is a cross-
lingual task that received plenty of attention in
particular as a case study to investigate the im-
pact of cross-language variation on task perfor-
mance (Søgaard et al., 2018; Artetxe et al., 2018;
Alvarez-Melis and Jaakkola, 2018). BLI has be-
come increasingly popular lately as: 1) it serves
as a valuable intrinsic evaluation task to mea-
sure the quality of cross-lingual word embed-
ding models, showing strong performance corre-
lation with downstream tasks such as natural lan-
guage inference and cross-lingual information re-
trieval (Glavasˇ et al., 2019); 2) it boosts trans-
fer learning for many downstream tasks, espe-
cially for resource-poor languages (Duong et al.,
2016; Adams et al., 2017; Vulic´ et al., 2017). An-
other, more pragmatic reason of BLI popularity
lies in its simplicity and reduced resource require-
ments, which makes it widely applicable across
a large number of language pairs. Mapping-
based BLI methods are the current state-of-the-art
paradigm in low-resource setups. They require
only independently trained monolingual word em-
beddings for the source and target languages, and
a small seed dictionary. Based on the seed trans-
lations, they learn a global mapping function
to induce the translations for all words in the
shared cross-lingual space obtained by the map-
ping (Mikolov et al., 2013; Ruder et al., 2019b).
However, there is a huge variance in BLI per-
formance across different language pairs and BLI
1In another example, with all other factors kept similar
(e.g., training data size, domain similarity), the quality of
machine translation also depends heavily on the linguistic
properties and language proximity of the actual language pair
(Lin et al., 2019; Kudugunta et al., 2019).
models; it was empirically verified that for some
language pairs BLI performs remarkably well,
and for others rather poorly (Søgaard et al., 2018;
Vulic´ et al., 2019). Prior research attempted to ex-
plain this variance in performance, and grounded
it in the differences between the monolingual
embedding spaces themselves. These studies
introduced the notion of isomorphism, and ar-
gued that it is easier to learn a mapping func-
tion between language pairs whose embeddings
are approximately isomorphic, than between lan-
guages that are not (Barone, 2016; Søgaard et al.,
2018). Subsequently, novel methods to quantify
the degree of isomorphism were proposed, and
were shown to significantly correlate with BLI
scores (Zhang et al., 2017; Søgaard et al., 2018;
Patra et al., 2019).
In this work, we contribute to this research en-
deavor and propose a new isomorphism measure:
Eigenvalue Divergence (EVD). First, we report
much higher correlations with BLI scores than cur-
rently used isomorphism measures across a variety
of mapping-based BLI approaches. While previ-
ous work was limited only to coarse-grained anal-
yses with a small number of language pairs (i.e.,
< 10), our study is the first large-scale analysis
focused on the relationship between (quantifying)
isomorphism and BLI performance. We run the
analysis across hundreds of diverse language pairs,
focusing both on typologically distant pairs as well
as on subsets of similar languages. All experimen-
tal runs indicate higher correlations when using
EVD.
Importantly, we also show that our findings gen-
eralize beyond the core BLI task. We again use
EVD scores computed on monolingual fastText
Wikipedia embeddings as a proxy measure to char-
acterize language similarity. We show that isomor-
phism quantified through EVD better correlates
and explains greater variance than other isomor-
phism measures and standard approaches based
on typological information (Littell et al., 2017) in
cross-lingual transfer experiments such as depen-
dency parsing and POS tagging. We also demon-
strate that EVD correlates well with machine trans-
lation performance. What is more, our results sug-
gest that EVD captures language (dis)similarity
information that is complementary to typologi-
cal information, and further improvements can be
achieved by combining the two.
2 EVD: Eigenvalue Divergence
Word embedding models, and distributional se-
mantic models in general, are grounded in the dis-
tributional hypothesis (Harris, 1954; Firth, 1957).
That is, they learn the meaning of words accord-
ing to the words’ occurrence in the context of other
words. Consequently, we expect that a word which
is more distributed in text and appears in diverse
contexts would be “loaded” with more meanings
than a word whose usage is more restricted (i.e., it
appears in fewer contexts). Therefore, a language
whose words are used in more diverse contexts is
expected to show greater variance (or covariance)
in its d-dimensional embedding space. In con-
trast, in a language whose usage dynamic is more
constrained we expect to see the opposite pattern.
We hypothesize that a decomposition of the em-
bedding space spanned by the word vectors using
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) should dis-
tinguish between these two hypothetical language
dynamics.
The covariance of an embedding matrix X is
given by C = XTX, which after PCA diagonal-
ization can be written as VLVT .2 This gives us
V, a matrix of eigenvectors, and L, a diagonal ma-
trix with eigenvalues λi in a decreasing order.
Essentially, these eigenvalues represent the
loading for their corresponding eigenvectors.
Thus, having larger values in the original covari-
ance matrix leads to larger eigenvalues on the di-
agonal of the components that reconstruct the orig-
inal matrix. Due to their descending order, a
slight gradual decline in the eigenvalues means
that many eigenvectors are important to reliably re-
construct the originally induced embedding space.
On the other hand, a steep decline in the eigenval-
ues means an equally reliable reconstruction can
be achieved with fewer eigenvectors.
We then formally define the Eigenvalue Diver-
gence measure (EVD), the distance between two
embedding matrices L1 and L2 corresponding to
two languages L1 and L2, as the squared Eu-
clidean distance between their corresponding vec-
tors of eigenvalues after log transformation:
EV D(L1,L2) =
d∑
i=1
(log λL1i − log λ
L2
i )
2 (1)
λL1i and λ
L2
i , i = 1, . . . , d are the eigenvalues
2We assume that X is mean-centered, that is, column
means have been subtracted and are equal to zero.
characterizing the two starting embedding matri-
ces L1 and L2, computed as previously described.
We can then define a loose measure of language
distance simply as LD(L1, L2) = EV D(L1,L2).
We argue that the EVD measure intuitively cap-
tures the degree of complexity in the dynamics
of language use between words and their con-
texts. This notion has already found support in
other scientific domains, such as computational
neuroscience, where this divergence is used as a
marker for statistical dependence between stimuli
and determines correlations across diverse stimuli
(Stringer et al., 2019).
3 Related Work
Quantifying Isomorphism. Several studies have
attempted to validate the isomorphism assump-
tion empirically, developing methods to mea-
sure the distance between embedding spaces.
Søgaard et al. (2018) proposed a graph-based mea-
sure that quantifies isospectrality (IS) of the re-
spective nearest neighbor graphs (created from L1
and L2) via their Laplacian matrices. They argue
that Laplacian eigenvalues are compact represen-
tations of global properties of the graphs that can
consequently capture the degree of (approximate)
isomorphism. The IS measure has also been used
as the main isomorphism measure in the recent
work of Ormazabal et al. (2019), which compared
mapping-based versus jointly trained cross-lingual
word embeddings.
Patra et al. (2019) propose to use the Gromov-
Hausdorff distance (GH) to measure how well two
embedding spaces can be aligned under an isomet-
ric transformation. The two measures, GH and IS,
are most similar to our work in spirit, and we use
them as our main baselines throughout the work.
The technical descriptions of the two methods are
provided in the appendix.
Both distances were reported to have strong cor-
relations with BLI performance, and argue that
the isomorphism assumption weakens as the lan-
guages involved become more distant (phylogenet-
ically). However, they also share several draw-
backs. First, the correlations were computed on
a very small number of language pairs (IS: 8 pairs,
GH: 10 pairs). Second, they do not scale well
computationally. Therefore, for computational
tractability, the scores are computed only on the
sub-matrices spanning the most frequent subsets
of the full embedding spaces (IS: 10k words, GH:
5k words). Finally, we believe that using EVD
also leads to increased interpretability in compari-
son to the two other measures.
Quantifying Language Distance/Similarity. At
the same time, distances between language pairs
can also be captured through (dis)similarities in
their linguistic properties, such as overlap in
syntactic features, or proximity along the phy-
logenetic language tree. The properties are
typically extracted from available typological
databases such as the World Atlas of Languages
(WALS) (Dryer and Haspelmath, 2013) or URIEL
(Littell et al., 2017). Such distances were found
useful in guiding and informing cross-lingual
transfer tasks (Cotterell and Heigold, 2017; Agic´,
2017; Lin et al., 2019; Ponti et al., 2019). We
show later in §5 that the proposed EVD measure
correlates well with cross-lingual transfer scores
across several tasks, and its usefulness can be fur-
ther improved by combining it with the language
distance measures based on different linguistic
properties.
4 Experimental setup
Monolingual Word Embeddings. For EVD, GH
and IS computations, we rely on publicly available
300-dimensional monolingual word embeddings
pretrained onWikipedia using the fastText method
(Bojanowski et al., 2017) for all languages in our
analyses.3 The embeddings are length-normalized
and trimmed to the 200k most frequent words.
4.1 Isomorphism and Language Similarity
We probe the following isomorphism measures,
discussed in §2 (EVD) and §3 (IS and GH). Re-
member that they can be also used as proxy mea-
sures of language similarity. We compute a full
PCA transformation (i.e., no dimensionality reduc-
tion) for EVD, and calculate the EVD score fol-
lowing Eq. (1). For IS and GH, we replicate the
exact experimental setup as prior work (see the ap-
pendix for further details and short descriptions
of the two baseline methods): we compute the
IS score over the top 10k most frequent words in
3
fasttext.cc/docs/en/pretrained-vectors.html.
We prefer Wikipedia as the main embedding training corpus
over the larger Common Crawl corpus, because the text in
Wikipedia is much cleaner or even hand-curated, and adheres
to the rules of standard language (Grave et al., 2018). Note
that we use Wikipedia embeddings to compute the three
distance scores, while some of the BLI results reported below
were obtained using different word embeddings which were
trained on other corpora, including the Common Crawl data.
each respective monolingual space (Søgaard et al.,
2018; Ormazabal et al., 2019), while the GH score
is computed over the top 5k words from each
monolingual space (Patra et al., 2019).4
Linguistic Properties. We also rely on three pre-
computed measures of language distance based
on the URIEL typological database (Littell et al.,
2017)5. Genetic distance (GEN) is derived from
the hypothesized phylogenetic tree of language
descent. Syntactic distance (SYN) is computed
based on the syntactic structures of the languages
from the WALS database (Dryer and Haspelmath,
2013). Geographic distance (GEO) is obtained
from the locations where languages’ are spoken;
see the work of Littell et al. (2017) for more de-
tails.
4.2 Bilingual Lexicon Induction
Mapping-based Methods. We compute corre-
lations with BLI scores already available in re-
lated literature, e.g., from Glavasˇ et al. (2019) and
Vulic´ et al. (2019). However, in order to extend
the breadth of the analysis to more languages,
we also run more BLI experiments using sev-
eral well-established mapping-based approaches.
1) PROC is the standard supervised method
from prior work (Artetxe et al., 2016; Smith et al.,
2017) that learns a mapping by solving the or-
thogonal Procrustes problem (Scho¨nemann, 1966).
2) VECMAP-SUPER is another standard super-
vised method that additionally applies a variety
of preprocessing and post-processing steps (e.g.,
whitening, dewhitening, symmetric re-weighting)
before and after learning the mapping matrix
(Artetxe et al., 2018). 3) VECMAP-UNSUPER
is a fully unsupervised method based on the
“similarity of monolingual similarities” heuristic
to extract the seed dictonary from monolingual
data. It then uses an iterative self-learning pro-
cedure to improve on the initial noisy dictio-
nary (Artetxe et al., 2018). For more technical
details on the fully unsupervised model, we re-
fer the reader to prior work and recent studies
(Ruder et al., 2019a; Vulic´ et al., 2019). The two
methods based on the VECMAP framework6 have
shown very competitive and robust BLI perfor-
mance across a wide range of language pairs in
recent comparative analyses (Glavasˇ et al., 2019;
4
https://github.com/joelmoniz/BLISS
5https://pypi.org/project/lang2vec/
6
https://github.com/artetxem/vecmap
Vulic´ et al., 2019; Doval et al., 2019).
Language Pairs and Other BLI Studies. We an-
alyze the results from two previous studies that re-
port BLI scores for a large number of language
pairs, but which do not delve deeper into the
connection between isomorphism and BLI perfor-
mance. First, Glavasˇ et al. (2019) run BLI exper-
iments on 28 language pairs spanning 8 different
languages. They derive their training and test dic-
tionaries (5k and 2k translation pairs, respectively)
automatically from Google Translate.
Vulic´ et al. (2019) run BLI experiments on 210
language pairs spanning 15 typologically diverse
languages. Their training and test dictionaries (5k
and 2k translation pairs) are derived from PanLex
(Baldwin et al., 2010; Kamholz et al., 2014). We
complement the original 210 pairs from Vulic´ et al.
(2019) with additional 210 language pairs of 15
closely related (European) languages using dictio-
naries extracted from PanLex following the pro-
cedure of Vulic´ et al. (2019). Here, the aim is to
probe if we can also capture more subtle/smaller
language difference with the isomorphism mea-
sures.7
Finally, we also analyze the BLI results on the
108 language pairs available in the MUSE bench-
mark (Conneau et al., 2018). For the BLI ex-
periments on MUSE and similar language pairs
(PanLex), we produce scores with the three previ-
ously described mapping-based methods, relying
on pretrained fastText Wikipedia embeddings. In
sum, our analyses are conducted on three different
BLI benchmarks that span 556 language pairs and
cover both related and distant languages, and we
analyse both supervised and unsupervised state-of-
the-art mapping-based methods.8
BLI Evaluation Measure. Following prior work
(Glavasˇ et al., 2019), our primary BLI evaluation
7We run the additional BLI experiments on 210 lan-
guage pairs composed of the following European languages:
English, German, Dutch, Swedish, Danish (Germanic lan-
guages); Italian, Portuguese, Spanish, French, Romanian (Ro-
mance); Croatian, Polish, Russian, Czech, Bulgarian (Slavic).
For the lists of language pairs involved in previous BLI stud-
ies, we refer the reader to prior work (Conneau et al., 2018;
Glavasˇ et al., 2019; Vulic´ et al., 2019).
8We report all results for each BLI method, dictionary
and language pair: https://tinyurl.com/skn5cf7.
We also analyse BLI scores for 39 language pairs reported
by (Zhang et al., 2019), which include another BLI method:
RCSLS (Joulin et al., 2018). We do not include those results
for brevity, as we observe exactly the same correlation pat-
terns. RCSLS has also been benchmarked in the BLI task
by Glavasˇ et al. (2019), and we analyze these scores later in
Table 1.
measure is Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR); we
note that identical findings emerge from running
the correlation analyses based on Precision@1
scores in lieu of MRR.
4.3 Downstream Tasks
Following the large-scale nature of our BLI analy-
ses, we also run similar analyses on several down-
stream tasks that comprise a large number of (both
similar and distant) language pairs. We rely on the
results from the recent study of Lin et al. (2019)
which focused on cross-lingual transfer perfor-
mance for tasks such as dependency parsing, POS
tagging, and machine translation. We use the six
distance measures from §4.1 as measures of lan-
guage distance LD(L1, L2) = X(L1, L2), where
X = {EVD, IS, GH, GEN, SYN, GEO}, and in-
vestigate to what extent performance in these tasks
correlates with different distance measures.
Machine Translation. Lin et al. (2019) report
BLEU scores when translating 54 source L1 lan-
guages into English as the target language in two
settings: 1) directly translating from L1 to En-
glish (54 BLEU scores in total); 2) in a trans-
fer learning setting, one of the 54 languages is
the source language and another one is the trans-
fer/pivot language, which resulted in a total of
54× 53 = 2, 862 language pairs. Running a corre-
lation analysis with the six language distance met-
rics for the first setting is straightforward, whereas
each MT run in the transfer setting involves three
languages: source, transfer and target (English).
We therefore define the decisive distance between
source and target languages L1 and L2 as the short-
est path either directly or through the pivot Lp:
LD(L1, L2) = min(LD(L1, L2), LD(L1, Lp) +
LD(Lp, L2)), and use it in the analyses.
Dependency Parsing. Again, we base our anal-
ysis on the cross-lingual zero-shot parser trans-
fer results of Lin et al. (2019): the standard
biaffine dependency parser (Dozat and Manning,
2017; Dozat et al., 2017) is trained on the train-
ing portions of Universal Dependencies (UD) tree-
banks from 31 languages (Nivre et al., 2018), and
is then used to parse the test treebank of each lan-
guage, now used as the target language. We use
the reported Labeled Attachment Scores (LAS) for
all combinations of 31 languages, resulting in 930
source-target pairs.
POS Tagging. We also use POS tagging accu-
racy scores reported by Lin et al. (2019). These
scores span 26 low-resource target languages and
60 transfer languages which measure the utility of
each transfer language to each of the 26 target lan-
guages in POS tagging. We use a sample of 935
language pairs for the correlation analysis, as only
17 low-resource target languages and 55 transfer
languages have their pretrained monolingual em-
beddings.
For further details regarding the models used
to compute the scores for the downstream task,
we refer the interested reader to the work of
(Lin et al., 2019) and the accompanying reposi-
tory: https://github.com/neulab/langrank.
4.4 Correlation Analyses and Statistical Tests
We report Pearson’s correlation coefficients for
each of the six distance measures for all cross-
lingual tasks: BLI as well as the three downstream
tasks. This allows us to investigate their individual
degree of association in a particular task, and test
which of the different distances is most important
to predict performance in each task.
However, this simple analysis is not sufficient to
account for the the multitudinous and complex in-
terdependencies between the six distance measure
themselves, and more importantly how these inter-
act with the downstream tasks’ performances. For
that purpose, we analyse the results in a standard
linear stepwise regression model:
Y = β0 + β1x1 + . . .+ βnxn + ǫ (2)
in which task performance, Y, is predicted using
a set of regressors, β1, . . . , βn, that are added to
the model incrementally only if their marginal ad-
dition to predicting Y is statistically significant.
This method allows us to investigate which of the
six distance measures overlap, and which comple-
ment each other so they could be used in tandem to
better account for cross-lingual task performance.
In order to allow meaningful comparison to the
simple (single variable) correlations, we describe
the results of this regression analysis as a ”dummy”
variable, rˆ, which represents the combined contri-
bution of all statistically significant regressors as a
unified correlation coefficient.
5 Analyses and Results
The results are summarized in Table 1 and Ta-
ble 2. The first main finding is that the proposed
PanLexa MUSEb GoogleTrans.c
PROC SUPER UNSUPER PROC SUPER UNSUPER PROC RCSLS UNSUPER
1. EVD∗ -.744 -.762 -.737 -.600 -.601 -.604 -.631 -.625 -.586
2. GH -.412 -.408 -.461 -.432 -.325 -.278 -.503 -.494 -.527
3. IS -.508 -.528 -.490 -.422 -.424 -.344 -.330 -.333 -.343
4. GEN -.553 -.551 -.410 -.532 -.624 -.340 -.498 -.495 -.520
5. SYN -.565 -.522 -.379 -.466 -.640 -.436 -.568 -.575 -.434
6. GEO -.619 -.664 -.617 -.570 -.537 -.350 -.263 -.251 -.375
rˆ
d .8611,4,5 .8721,4,5,6 .7741,6 .6891,4 .6245 .6041 .8201,4,5 .8221,4,5 .8131,4,2
Table 1: Correlation scores with BLI performance using the six distance measures on three standard BLI datasets
(a, b, c), each with three mapping-based BLI methods. Results for the best distance measure in each column are
in bold. a) Results for 210 language pairs taken directly from Vulic´ et al. (2019) + results for the additional 210
language pairs we trained for this study; b) 108 language pairs (trained); c) Results for 28 language pairs taken
from Glavasˇ et al. (2019). d) Stepwise regression unified correlation coefficient (superscripts indicate which of
the six distances were found statistically significant and are included in the regression model). *EVD scores are
computed on the first 40 eigenvalues which we empirically find to give slightly better results on BLI.
EVD measure is strongly correlated with cross-
lingual task performance across all tasks. In fact,
it shows the strongest correlation with task per-
formance among all tested isomorphism measures
and typological distances across all tasks and set-
tings; the only exception is the MT task, where
EVD falls slightly short of GEN and SYN (see Ta-
ble 2). The negative correlations between EVD
scores and the tasks’ performance have a clean in-
terpretation: this suggests that the increased sim-
ilarity between languages (as quantified by the
EVD measure) results in higher task performance,
and vice versa. Importantly, the results clearly in-
dicate that EVD is the most robust isomorphism
measure: it outperforms two other widely used iso-
morphism measures (i.e., GH, IS) by a large mar-
gin. This finding is consistent across all tasks and
different settings.
Our second main finding is that EVD can be
complemented by the typologically-driven linguis-
tic distances to achieve even higher correlations
with performance in cross-lingual tasks. The re-
sults indicate that isomorphism measures as well
as the three linguistic distances show moderate
to high correlations with task performances. Im-
portantly, the stepwise regression analyses clearly
show that the best correlations are achieved with
the combination of EVD with linguistic distances
(see the bottom rows in Table 1 and Table 2). Ul-
timately, this supports the notion that the different
distances capture different properties of similari-
ties between the languages, which has a synergis-
tic effect when they are used in tandem.
Bilingual Lexicon Induction. All distance mea-
MTa MTb DEPc POSd
1. EVD -.558 -.550 -.791 -.561
2. GH -.146 -.194 -.697 -.443
3. IS -.129 -.163 -.666 -.395
4. GEN -.454 -.474 -.560 -.124
5. SYN -.657 -.642 -.397 -.053
6. GEO -.262 -.298 -.582 -.186
rˆ
e .7411,5∗ .7811−6 .8741,4−6 .5831,3
Table 2: Correlations of language distances and perfor-
mance in downstream tasks (a, b, c, d). Results for best
distance measure are in bold. a) Results on 54 lan-
guage pairs in the standard direct L1 → English trans-
lation task; b) Results on 2,862 pairs for the MT task
with pivot/transfer languages (see §4.3); c) Results in
the zero-shot dependency parsing task for 930 language
pairs. d) POS tagging results on 935 language pairs. e)
Stepwise regression unified correlation. *p < .01 due
to the small number of language pairs.
sures show moderate to high correlations with BLI
performance, with EVD showcasing the strongest
correlation scores. This effect is attested with all
training and test BLI dictionaries (PanLex, MUSE
and Google Translate) (see §4.2 before). Ow-
ing to the large and different number of language
pairs tested, this further demonstrates EVD’s ro-
bustness.
This pattern clearly indicates that all distances
capture some important properties of embedding
space similarity that are useful for BLI. However,
the different distances might capture similar prop-
erties of the embedding space, or different ones,
which could not be teased apart using the simple
correlation analysis. The stepwise regression anal-
ysis addresses this point exactly, and reveals that
while the three embedding distances (EVD, GH,
IS) capture overlapping properties of embedding
space similarity, the linguistic distances (GEN,
SYN, GEO) seem to capture complementary as-
pects of language similarity that are useful for this
task. This conclusion is supported by the uni-
fied correlation coefficient (bottom row in table 1)
which indicates that for all different datasets and
settings, EVD is only complemented with typo-
logical distance measures and not with the other
two isomorphism-based measures. When combin-
ing EVD with the three typological distances, the
regression model reaches impressive correlation
scores, with>.85 for the PanLex dataset; with 420
language pairs, PanLex is the most comprehensive
dataset in our study.
Machine Translation. Only EVD, GEN, and
SYN show moderate to high correlation scores
with MT performance (Table 2). Furthermore, al-
though EVD does not have the highest correlation
with MT performance, it still holds the strong ad-
vantage over GH and IS. In fact, it seems that EVD
is the only isomorphism measure that captures
some useful language similarity properties needed
for this task. Moreover, we again observe the syn-
ergistic effect when combining EVD with typolog-
ically informed language distances, as shown by
the unified correlation coefficient of the stepwise
regression (bottom line in Table 2). This pattern
of results was found for both the direct setting and
the transfer setting (columns MTa and MTb in Ta-
ble 2, respectively).
Dependency Parsing. All six distance mea-
sures display strong correlations with performance
in the cross-lingual dependency parsing transfer.
For the isomorphism measures, this association
is not surprising given the fact that the depen-
dency parser was trained with the same embed-
dings on which the different distances were com-
puted. EVD is the most informative language dis-
tance measure by a large margin. Typologically
driven distances fall behind the three isomorphism
measures: however, combining GEN, SYN, and
GEO with EVD leads to substantially improved
correlation scores, while the same effect is not
achieved when combining them with IS and GH
through the stepwise regression analysis.
POS Tagging. Only the three isomorphism mea-
sures show moderate to high correlations with per-
formance in the POS tagging task, with EVD again
topping the other two. Although statistically sig-
nificant, the unified correlation of EVD and IS
adds only very little to EVD, pointing to the par-
tially overlapping nature of the two distances.
6 Further Discussion and Conclusion
In this study we have revisited the (approximate)
isomorphism hypothesis: it has originally been
postulated to explain the performance variance
observed in the BLI task (Zhang et al., 2017;
Søgaard et al., 2018; Patra et al., 2019). The hy-
pothesis posits that it is easier to learn a map-
ping between two languages if they “are used to
convey thematically similar information in sim-
ilar contexts” (Barone, 2016). We have used
different methods to evaluate the similarities be-
tween languages captured either through quantita-
tive isomorphism measures or typologically driven
linguistic properties, and have tested the isomor-
phism hypothesis on a much larger scale than ever
before. In fact, our analyses span thousands of lan-
guage pairs, and we extend the analyses beyond
the core BLI task to several cross-lingual down-
stream tasks. The results demonstrate the impor-
tance of similarity between languages to the per-
formance levels on cross-lingual tasks, and affirm
the validity of the isomorphism hypothesis.
This study has introduced a novel method,
dubbed Eigenvalue Divergence (EVD), to quantify
isomorphism between two monolingual embed-
ding spaces. The EVD measure can by proxy also
be used as a general method to capture language
(dis)similarity. The method, which is based on
a standard PCA decomposition of the languages’
embedding spaces, provides a language distance
which is easier to interpret and compute in compar-
ison to other standard isomorphism measures such
as GH and IS. We also empirically demonstrate
that EVD outperforms GH and IS across all tasks
and settings it was tested on.9 Moreover, the use-
fulness of EVD has also been proven in an ensem-
ble which combines it with typological distance
measures: we show that combining EVD and the
three linguistic distances accounts for a substantial
portion of task performance in almost all tasks in
our analysis (i.e., BLI, MT, and dependency pars-
ing).
9Less formally, one should prefer EVD over the other iso-
morphism measures not only due to its empirically validated
superior performance, but also on the basis of parsimony (i.e.,
Occam’s razor).
Importantly, while some of the tasks in our
study (e.g., BLI and dependency parsing) do rely
on the actual embeddings to train and test their
models, other tasks (e.g., MT and POS tagging)
do not, and are instead trained directly on the cor-
pora. At the same time the superiority of EVD
that we report, either alone or in combination with
other distance measures, is maintained throughout
the four different tasks, regardless of the embed-
ding usage (or the lack of it). The results lend sup-
port to the idea that EVD may capture aspects of
language similarities that are grounded in funda-
mental differences between the languages, and are
not limited only to superficial differences between
embedding spaces.
Finally, this study addresses the question of why
certain language pairs are able to transfer well
in cross-lingual tasks and others do not. Overall,
our results strongly support the idea that similarity
between languages, especially as evaluated using
EVD, plays a key role in explaining cross-lingual
task performance. Although we present only cor-
relation analyses to back up our main claims, the
fact that all analyses converge to the same result
helps us to corroborate this conclusion. At the
same time, this study does not focus on how this
insight could be used to facilitate better transfer
learning, which we leave for future research.
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A Appendix
Gromov-Hausdorff Distance (GH) This dis-
tance measures the worst case distance between
two metric spaces X and Y with a distance func-
tion d, formulated as follows:
H(X ,Y) = max{ sup
x∈X
inf
y∈Y
d(x, y),
sup
y∈Y
inf
x∈X
d(x, y)}
(3)
It measures the distance between the nearest
neighbours that are farthest apart. The Gromov-
Hausdorff distance (GH) then minimizes this dis-
tance over all isometric transforms X and Y:
GH(X ,Y) = inf
f,g
H(f(X ), g(Y))
Computing GH directly is computationally in-
tractable in practice, but it can be tractably approx-
imated by computing the Bottleneck distance be-
tween the metric spaces (Chazal et al., 2009). As
shown by Patra et al. (2019), GH also seems to
correlate well with the degree of isomorphism be-
tween two embedding spaces.
Isospectrality (IS) After length-normalizing the
vectors, we compute the nearest neighbour graphs
of a subset of N words, and then calculate the
Laplacian matrices L1 and L2 of each graph. For
L1, the smallest k1 is then sought such that the
sum of its k1 largest eigenvalues
∑k1
i=1 λ1i is at
least 90% of the sum of all its eigenvalues. The
same procedure is used to find k2. We then define
k = min(k1, k2). The final IS measure ∆ is then
the sum of the squared differences of the k largest
Laplacian eigenvalues: ∆ =
∑k
i=1(λ1i − λ2i)
2.
The lower ∆, the more similar are the graphs and,
consequently, the more isomorphic are the two em-
bedding spaces. The IS measure was advocated as
a suitable measure of isomorphism in the work of
Søgaard et al. (2018).
